AMETHYST REVIEWS:
5 STARS BOOKLOVER64 "WORTH THE READ."
Amy was such a good character, I really enjoyed her story. But at times I found myself shaking
my head at her, not in anger. Great book and I give it 5 out of 5 stars.”
Linda B at TRS
“Tricia McGill writes a tender love story that will melt your heart and have you wanting to
smack some sense into Amy… good reading, especially when you turn inward to look at
yourself and your insecurities.
Jo Ellen Conger
Amy, a small town girl in Australia, grows up with the Bowen orphans, Tony and Andrew. Now,
at age twenty-two, she has the choice to marry one of the brothers. But, will it be Tony her
dependable, steady companion, or Andrew, who inflames her passions? She loves them both.
How in the world can she choose without hurting the other one? Tricia McGill writes a
compelling romance with realistic concerns that any young woman might experience when
faced with the prospect of marrying one of two friends.
Pam at A Romance Review
“A delightful read of second chances. Andrew threw it all away when Amy was younger but
she was giving him another chance. Andrew made sacrifices of his own to win the woman he
loves. ...will Amy see past the lies of a woman scorned? If you like to read about second
chances then you’ll enjoy this story. It was also amusing to see Amy frustrated by Andrew as
she had no idea what he was up to.”
Reviewed by: Linda L
“With refreshing characters and a well-written storyline the reader is immediately drawn into
a family at odds with each other. Amy is a believable character who is often confronted with
so many obstacles; she is often faced with much anger. Andrew’s sexy charm transcends
through the pages and he is a likeable person. Ms. McGill does a good job in creating a
friendship that begins in the early years and lasts into the later years with strong feelings that
are sometimes hard to let go as real issues ensue. I liked her comment about the magic
ingredient that marriage needs. She creates a hometown, adds some delightful main
characters, then blends some secondary ones into a storyline that often rings true to make
this one irresistible read with emotions that dance through the pages. This is a story that this
reader thoroughly enjoyed and comes highly recommended.”
5 stars Dee Carey
"Rarely is a reader compelled to finish a book without stopping for some reason, at the end
of a chapter, because nature calls or some other outside cause. The heroine, Amy is a strong
independent woman who remains in love with her high school crush. The road to happiness
is fraught with self-doubt, but love will out. Tricia McGill has crafted a time proven love story
in a fashion that leaves you wanting more. Even the author’s notes add to the story. I will

look for more of Tricia McGill. On the mascara scale (meaning it will run as the emotion grabs
you) this rates a 5."
Allison Knight
“This contemporary romance has it all. A classic plot, a collection of interesting characters
including a dog and cat who rides in the basket of a bike, and a satisfying resolution. This is a
quick and enjoyable read."

